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"ON THE THAMES"-

Cruising can be cold, wet, frightening and lonely, yet it has a

fascination which cannot be described, only experienced at first hand.

"Wanderer", our Wayfarer dinghy, and our two selves are not fortunate

to have a way of life which affords us any real leisure. Even a normal

weekend which thousands take for granted is, for us, a very rare

luxury. However, fanatical about this sport, we determined to boat

the time factor, and for three months in 1967 we rushed from the

business on Saturday nights, leaving the car, and sail log '!Wafderer"

as far as tide and wind allowed us on the Sunday. Never really knowing

where we would end the day, we would leave the boat, retutn to the car

by various means (bus, train, taxi, hitch hiking) and drive back to

Watton, often about 3 a.m. to start another week's grind. Physically

we were tired, but mentally and spititually greatly refreshed.

So doing, we sailed, rowed, walked and floated our way along the,

Thames as far as Windsor. "Wanderer" never has had an engine to help

her along. We would feel that this was cheating our ideals.

It has often been my experience that if you want to do a thing

very badly nothing can stop you. Also, it is better to do it first and

ask afterwards whether or not it is legal. We wanted very badly to sail

to St. Kilda, an uninhabited island offshore of the Outer Hebrides.

Despite attempts by legal bodies to dissuade our attempst, we went in

1965 and it proved to be the cruise of a life-time's daydreams.

Similarly, it seemed-impractical to sail a dinghy up the Thames, on of

th most commercial'and crowded waterways in the British Isles.

I - Rather than ask'permissiong and be refused, it seemd safer to go

and hope not to be a trouble to anybodyl
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This does not mean that we recommend irresponsible cruises, or

advocate impractical sailing. Such trips need careful planning, under-

taken by experienced seamen and carried out with carefully-checked

equipment in boats well able to cope with the conditions expected.

We left Southwold, Suffolk, on a glorious Sun ay morning in June;

waving goodbye to a race jostling on the starting 4ine from on of the

friendliest sailing clubs that it has been our privilege to -join, we set

our faces to the sea. Nothing was said, but we both felt the joy of

being in a boat once more, no telephones, queues or commercialisation

on the open sea. It was a glorious sailing; sun, fair winds and tides,

winds northeast force 3-4.

In seven hours we sailed 34 miles. As we passed Aldeburgh we were

delighted to alter course and greet anothe Wayfarer. It was his first

cruise. No doubt, by now, he will have been bitten by a fatal disease

the "cruising bug" (should he chance to read this and recall the event,

may "Wanderer" wish him happy cruising - with his wife). On this occasion,

I recall the gallant lady was driving the car round to greet him. I am

too selfish to accept this necessary part, though such planning does make

for easier home goings at the end of the cruise.

We found the Deben a beautiful estuary. As we carried the evening

flood tide up to Woodbridge, we sailed past several sailing clubs. Lonely

marshes come straight to the waters edge and there is plenty of open

water. "Wanderer" was stowed in the dinghy park at Woodbridge, and

members of this hospitable club also gave us a lift into Ipswich, from

whence we caught a bus to Southwold to pick up the car to drive home to

Watton.
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The following Sunday we explored Woodbridge and were loath to leave

such a charming place, but we picnicked in the estuary and retraced our

path to the sea.

A sudden storm showed the same waters in a completely different

light. Black squalls hit the water, rain pelted down, stinging the

surface viciously, and one could see a huge grey carpet showered with

pearls through one's eyes, screwed up, enabling one to see. We seemed

completely alone, sailing through a grey world - the peculiarly beauti-

ful blue-grey, seen only on the east coast, which we call Copenhagen-

china-grey. A grey river, grey marshes, forked lightening parting the

curtains of grey rain in a grey sky. A yacht sailed silently out of the

rain. The helmsman raijed his hand in silent greeting as he passed, and

then was gone again, there was no sound except the hiss. of rain. We

might have been only people for a thousand miles. Quite quickly the

squall passed, and I looked back to see a belt of deep turquoise water

and our own whibt frothy wake creaming out behind us.

An hour later we came to Felixstowe Ferry SC. The racing was over

and we sailed between clusters of moored craft, mindful of the gusty.winds

and strong ebb tide. A strong squall hit the dinghy and momentarily we

were overpowered. The jib tore as we loweredsail, and my buoyancy was

ripped straight out from the collar of my one-piece oil skins. The next

day's papers were full of the spectacular capsiles of whole fleets and

other calamities as this squall travelled the length of the coastline.

I begged to linger - prolonging the sail - but as usual we had a long

way to travel home, and willing help enabled us to pull the dinghy up

the steep shingle beach, and then hot showers were offered. This is

another cruising attraction. One meats a large variety of
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helpful sailing clubs and their hospitality has always been incredibly

generous.

"Wanderer" spent the next weeks waiting in the nouth of Harwich

harbour at Walton Ferry watching the cross-channel traffic. One Sunday

morning in early July we crossed the harbour entrance and sailed along

the coast in unusually warm and calm conditions. Contentedly, we ate

our chicken leg breakfast, taking turns to sail and sunbathe on the

thwarts. A total of 25 miles took us that evening into Burnham-on-Croucb

we ran down the coast about a mile offshore, watching the brightly-coloured

clusters of dinghies around the racing buoys and the majestic tan-sailed

barges gliding by. It was a lazy day's sail, with time to top for cups

of tea at Walton-on-Naze and Clacton. That night "Wandurer" stopped at

the Royal Corinthian Club at Burnham. Several days passed and then she

sailed out of the Crouch estuary. Again we had warm sun, but no wind.

Only 16 miles was achieved that Sunday, but it was pleasant to stop on the

sand banks, swim, stalk seals and picnic. "Wanderer" was left at Thorpe

Bay SC, and once again having been helped to pull the dinghy out we were

offered cups of tea and hot baths.

The following weekend was very special. We had the Thames charts

with us, and the prospectof two whole days with "Wanderer", a rare and

appreciated luxury for me. To celebrate, I had cooked quantities of

shrimps and sweet corn flans, and brought a bottle of our favourite peach

wine. When we left "Wanderer" we were well satisfied to have travelled

38miles. We had been lucky to get exactly the right winds and fair tides

to carry us along, and there was even a strike on in the docks to cut

down the water traffic for us. We left Southend in the middle of a week-

end regatta early in August and tacked past the longest pier in tho world.

Winds were light, force 2, but we carried the tide for five hours.



We tacked across the estuary to stretch our legs in Kent, and

then continued up the Thames, stopping at Canvey Island for the usual

cups of tea and ice creams. The traffic began to build up steadily

and we tacked repeatedly to keep out of the way of tugs and larger

boats.

The tide began to carry us back to Southend and after tacking

furiously and gaining no ground, we tied up to a covenient post at

17.00 hours and went to explore. At 20.00 hours we rigged again to

take advantage of two hours daylight and the flood tide. Sailing

along on a broadreach, in the increasing darkness, we kept a continuous

lookout behind and were often surprised by enormous ships that had

silently crept up. All the warning one got was the low chug above our

own gargling wake.

The evening sail was reminiscent of a taxi ride in Piccadilly,

lights everywhere. Green, red and yellow ones, the organised ones

from buoys on the shallows. All too soon there was no light left.

We moored at Gravesend to sleep. There were commercial boats in

every direction; silhouettes of factory chimneys, cranes, and the hulls

of trawlers and tugs. Almost as bad as sleeping beside a main road,

I reflected, as we ate supper tied to a private buoy, close by a boat

occupied by a yapping dog.

The following morning brought fair winds and a flood tide.

Unbelievably the wind had jumped into the northeast. Hurriedly we

packed the tent and sleeping bags to make use of them. The next 30

miles were exciting ones. Running at a speed of 5 - 6 kmots we passed

wharves, docks, moored vessels and huge factory facades, watching out for

strong gusts between the tall buildings, which in constricted waters

made one quick on the tiller. Several times, at inconvenient moments,

the huge wash from a passing coaster caused us to catch a quick breath,

and the enormous steel sides of the passing coasters looked like a

mountain towering above our minute dinghy.
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The scenic interest of the Thames was not beautiful, but

extraordinarily memorable. Blank walls, bricked chimneys, scrap

heaps and dilapidated dock yards called to mind D.H. Lawrence's

poem, "Things made by Iron", and"1Whatever Man Makes". However,

there was little time to wax poetic (men do not like it in boats

anyhow). Approaching Gallions Reach, driftwood was being swept

past us in huge quantities; wooden crates, wooden sleepers and

planks seemed to make it possible to walk on the water. I hoped

the wooden hull of "Wanderer" would not be holed.

As we came to Woolwich Reach an enormous ship pulled by

four tugs swept round the corner to enter the docks. We tacked

repeatedly to keep out of its way. We felt very vulnerable - the

normal practice of staying in the shallows leaving deep water for

the keel boats, when at sea, did not seem to help us here. The

tugs seemed to sweep a very wide area. To complete our actions,

there was plenty of other shipping to avoid as well.

Eventually, sailing hard and tacking as energetically as any

racing team, we passed through the pool of London and had seen Millwall,

E & W India, Rotherhithe and the London Docks at close quarters. Thirsty

and bad tempered, we moored beside a main road to indulge in a lunch-

time drink. Keeping ill-disciplined broad Cockney-spoken youths off

the dinghy's varnished decks, I reflected the breath tests, so far,

were confined to the roads. Much refreshed by warm pints of shandy,

we continued our cruise. Pleasure launches passed us, and I strained

my ears to listen to their factual commentary. There was so much of

historic interest to look at oh either side of the river that I longed

to stop and explore - but the relentless tide waits for nobody, and we

had to sweep past Greenwich apd a host of historic boats moored there,
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and other famous buildings with no more than a quick glance. I

reflected with pride that we were in the centre of England's more famous

past events.

We replaced our charts with a Shell Guide of London, and began to

sail beneath the bridges, reading out the heights to see whether or not

it was necessary tq lower the mast each time. It needed teamwork and

no mistakes to apprzoach each bridge squarely, allow for the tide and to

manage the tiller, mast crutches accurately, whilst being enveloped in

quantities of mainsail and wire shrouds. Being possible on a Wayfarer

to lower the mast and both sails single handed by a special adaption

of the jib halliard, it was possible to get very close to the bridge,

lower everything all standing, carry steerage way under the bridge and

once clear push up the mast and connect the boom to the gooseneck and

organise the sails once more. We only once lost the crutches overboard

and twice an oar fell overboard and so we practised our man overboard

drill. At each bridge we came to, the swearing got less, and at the end

of the day we approached the manoeuvre quite casually.

The first sight in the distance of Tower Bridge was probably the

greatest thrill of all. Being 23 feet in height we had no need to do

more than majestically glide beneath on a broad reach. Silently I

quoted Wordsworth's "Earth has not anything to show more fair" sonnet,

forgetting it was written on Westminster Bridge, and also songs from the

appropriate Gilbert & Sullivan Operas. So we passed beneath Tower Bridge,

London Bridge, Southwark Bridge, and Blackfriars Bridge and all the

embanlment splendour, and ticked them off on our Shell guide.

As we came to the beautitul and well-knonm facade of the Festival

Hall, I suggested that the heavy work of shooting bridges and avoiding
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all the traffic was thirsty work - and a cup of tea at Festival Hall

would be most reviving. I half-hoped too, that there might be a

recital or orchestral concert to coincide with our visit. However,

the dinghy was tied to Waterloo Bridge and scrambling over the wall

in wellington boots two sizes too large, moving clumsily in layers of

clothes beneath cor4uroy trousers and oilskins, we waddled into the

silent elegance of the entrance hall of Shell Mex House and asked to

see a friend. Minutes later we were ushered from a lift into a huge

boartroom and tea was served on the vast table with all the ease as

if people dropped in from the river for afternoon tea with monotonous

regularity.

The talk and the tea was good, but the penalty was that we lost

the last hour of a fair tide. We had to manoeuvre beneath the

remaining bridges, Charing Cross and Hungerford, B.R. Bridge, Westminster,

Lambeth, Vauxhall, Grosvenor, Chelsea, Albert, Battersea and Wandsworth

bridges against a strong tide. It was difficult to row fast enough to

clear the bridges and get sailing again before being swept back into the

bridges. Battersea Park would have been pleasant to explore, but the

clock was against us.

As twilight came we moored "Wanderer" in a quiet backwater kicndly

offered by a Thames Youth Club at Patney, and organised by great sailing

friends who had driven frantically from one bridge to another in Bondon

traffic waving to attract our attention. A wonderful reunion and

welcome hot meal with our friends passed all too quickly, and they drove

us to Wimbledon station. At midnight a taxi took us fran Southend

railway station to our parked car on the front. The sea was calm and the

night warm. There was the merest breath of wind, and the lights from the f£lit
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were reflected in the swell. The beach was in darkness and the sky

beyond the sea so utterly black that it seemed almost possible to

touch the velvet warn darkness. It was hard to tear oneself away

from the sea and co~mince the three-hour drive back to Watton.

The following Sunday we caught the early-mrning tide, having

slept the night very ucomnfortably in the car beside Putney bridge.

The winds were light and northwest and the day was spent tacking

along the middle reaches of the Thames, avoiding pleasure launches

and clusters of sailing dinghies engaged in racing on nearly every

bend of the river. It was disappointing to have to sail past Ricbnmnd

and Kew without tim to stop and look, but such is the penance of

day cruising and working the tides.

Late in the afternoon, we approached Hampton Court-an unspect-

acular building facing the river we were looking for a likely berth

for "Wanderer" to spend the week when a voice roared across the water

"Aren't you frem Norfolk? and "isn't that boat Wanderer?" Within

the hour, "Wanderer" was berthed beside his and we were enjoying a

glass of wine aboard his motor-launch, chatting over old times in

the cool of the evening, Wanderer safe in the Thas Motor Cruising

Club.

This day's sail had been rather disappointing and rather an

anti-climax to the grimy splendour of the industrialised lower Thames.

We had passed tree-lined gardens and beautiful houses with well-kept

lawns running down to the water's edge-the river life seemed leisurely

and untouched by the city nash-yet' there had been a punt gradnur

in sweeping passed docks and cranes and warehouses, or maybe "Wanderer

was growing homesick amongst the,&lush green waterway and houseboats

for the open sea and the long flat marshes of the North Norfolk coast

that were her hoem.
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The following Sunday, after a brief walk around the superb grounds

of Ha~pton Court (and what few roams of the beauticul house were

open to the public,as mnst were in process of being spring-cleaned),

we passed through Molesey lock. Sailing and rowing-time stood still

iwe ate wen hungry, slept when tired and watched the racing dinghies

and motor cruisers pass by, at peace with the world. The lock keepers

eyed a sailing dinghy with caution, and at one lock roared at us to

take sails down NOW as if afraid that we intended to sail right into

the lock and out the other side without the necessary chat about

absent Thames licences, which we had omitted to carry with us.

The final day's sail, or strictly speaking row, d1e to easterly

winds of force 1 or less,carried us frau Bell Weir Lock to Windsor.

In brilliant sunshine we lowered the mast for the last time at Victoria

Bridge, where there were the usual goggle-eyed passer-by who watched

us sail right up to the bridge before lowering the mast, waiting to

rar their advice as they expected us to hit the bridge. The river

was lined with trees and only a strong stern wind could have provided

decent sailing but there was plenty to watch, also historical events

to recall as we passed Magna Carta Isle, Runnymede and Old Windsor.

I wished I had replaced the charts with a history textbook. On this

idyllic, hot cloudless day, the beauty spots along the Thamzs banks

were lined with fishermn, children paddling, courting couples and

brown-bodied bikinis laying everywhere over the grass.

Suddenly we saw Windsor Castle appear over the top of the trees

in the great park. An impressiveo sight. The whole of Winds~r Park

looked like a great green English garden. We had planned to take our

sailing friends out to dinner that evening, since they had been kind

enough to come to nmet us at Windsor with our car and boat trailer

left that mrning at ~ampton Court. While I rowed Frank shaved for
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Wnderer was berthed at the pleasure steamrer pier while we stretched

our legs and explored Windsor. We were disappointed to find that the

chapel attached to Windhor Castle was closed. The evening was a brill-

iant pink reflected in the water. Cn whatever tack we chose, we could

see either Windsor Castle or Eton Chapel. Somehow, evening sails seen

the most me7crable, possibly because of the dying light on the water,

or because of the stillness as the bird life goes to bed. The only

people not happy with our peaceful sail were the silent fisheinen

lining the banks.

That evening the dinghy was again put on the trailer and made

ready for the long journey. We had reached the mileage limit possible

in single day cruising fron Watton. Also we were hcmesick for the open

sea again and planned to put "Wanderer" in the water at Southend and

sail her back to Southwold, exploring Blackwater, Stour and Deben en

route.

Later that evening leaving Windsor, a bad driver hit our car

head on. We were travelling only at 40 m.p.h. but both cars were

badly wrecked. Fburtunately the dinghy was not damaged too badly.

I heartily recemmend that all travelling is infinitely more enjoyable

and mhch safer on the waterways than on the roadways.


